distances, full corneal shape and 3-D lens alignment. 3, 4 This is a significant improvement in full in vivo anterior segment 3-D quantification with applications that will improve cataract surgery outcomes.
C ataracts cause the crystalline lens of the eye to progressively lose its transparency, which decreases vision. It is one of the major causes of vision loss in our aging population. Modern cataract surgery involves the replacement of the cloudy lens with an intraocular lens (IOL). IOL designs are becoming more sophisticated, with benefits such as aspheric surfaces, multifocality, and the capability to change position or shape to restore accomodation. However, optical (and therefore visual) outcomes are often limited by the lack of unique measurements of anatomical ocular parameters for each individual, both pre-and post-operatively. In particular, we rely on the pre-operative ocular biometry to accurately determine the power of the IOL to be implanted in a patient. These biometric measurements could be dramatically improved by incorporating custom anterior and posterior corneal shape data and more accurate inter-ocular distances.
We used a laboratory-based spectral optical coherence tomography (SOCT) instrument with automatic custom image-processing algorithms to provide fully quantitative 3-D biometric data of the anterior segment of the eye before and after cataract surgery. 1,2 While previous studies provided biometry and IOL alignment using 1-D low coherenence interferometry, Purkinje or Scheimpflug imaging, our study allowed unbiased high-resolution measurements of interocular 
